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“Actually, the best thing is not to think and just paint.“ 
– Thierry Furger, 2019.

During his lifelong research on graffiti as an ephemeral phenomenon Thierry Furger developed  
his iconic style called Buffed Paintings. For the new series at Kolly Gallery he buffs famous 
Swiss graphic design posters of the 20th century. Kolly Gallery is excited to present the series 
BUFFED - Swiss Graphic Design form April 1- April 6, 2019.

In public space they often compete against each other - graffiti and advertising. They have 
some fundamentals in common: taking, imposing and even changing the public space and city 
scape without asking for permission. Both spheres use each others strategies mutually. Also 
the fields of graffiti writing and typography are mutually influenced by each other. In the series 
BUFFED - Swiss Graphic Design the advertising and graphic design industry is turned upside 
down and being “graffiti-fixed”. Advertising slogans and brand logos are replaced by significant 
graffiti terms. The clear signage and graphic aesthetics are “cleaned” by graffiti killers and 
Furger’s buffing technique - for once, the brainwashing is reversed! 
In the past graphic design used to be stronger in composition and colouring. The typographies 
used to be clearer and tidier. In Furger’s buffed version the designs are smudged, disturbed and 
faded. Wipe marks and drips running over adorn the new aesthetic. The typographies are re-
placed by tags. Homages to famous graphic designer Karl Gerstner or the ultra popular design 
of the ABM (Au Bon Marché) bag, that has become a cult since the 90’s, but also a 1920’s design 
of the renowned Odeon at Bellevue in Zurich can be found in the series.

Furger builds bridges on different levels - thematically, ideologically, personally, public 
space-related as well as artistically. Personal memories of his youth, entering the graffiti world 
and his professional background as graphic designer were shaped by the strategies of the ad-
vertising and design industry. Standing between these ideologically rather different practices 
Furger developed this striking series that he wants to evolve in the future. The reinterpretation 
through his iconic buffing technique is remixed by lyrics from old school rap music, a driving 
force in Furger’s youth, which still has an important significance today. 

TANIA DI BRITA





TAGGER

spraypaint and acid on aluminium
130 x 92.3 cm | 2019

3’000 €

GRAPHIC DESIGN BY KARL GERSTNER, CA. 1964 
COOP LAUNDRY DETERGENT POWDERS



RACKER

spraypaint and acid on aluminium
130 x 92.3 cm | 2019

3’000 €

GRAPHIC DESIGN BY ATELIER ERNST + URSULA HIESTAND ZÜRICH, CA. 1961 
ABM (AU BON MARCHÉ) SWISS RETAIL COMPANY



SPRAYER

spraypaint and acid on aluminium
130 x 92.3 cm | 2019

3’000 €





IT’S ALL GOOD

spraypaint and acid on aluminium
130 x 92.3 cm | 2019

3’000 €

GRAPHIC DESIGN BY HUGO LAUBI, 1920  
CAFÉ BAR ODEON, BELLEVUE,  ZÜRICH



HOMEBOY

spraypaint and acid on aluminium
130 x 92.3 cm | 2019

3’000 €

GRAPHIC DESIGN BY MARKUS LÖW, CA. 1967  
US BRANCH OF THE BASEL CHEMICAL COMPANY GEIGY





THIERRY FURGER

Thierry Furger was born 1975 in Switzerland, where he lives and works today. 
During the 1980’s he discovered the world of graffiti and since then never stopped 
observing an exploring its phenomena. In 2007 he began to show his own cre-
ations inspired by the transience of graffiti. He continues exhibiting his own art-

works until today in Zurich, Bursins, Weil am Rhein, Basel and also Paris.

In his artistic career he is not only creating artworks but also observing mankind 
and their habits of expression and their dealing with graffiti. As an expert of aes-
thetics Thierry Furger has followed and documented the subculture of writers 

especially in Europe for over twenty years. 

Since 2007 he intensively studies the transience as well as the aesthetics of re-
moved illegal tags and graffiti pieces. In the long lasting examination of the 
ephemeral phenomena the famous series Buffed Paintings evolved. Taking a to-
tally different perspective as other artists he took in consideration the challenges 
for graffiti writers as well as for cleaning institutions. 2017 he breaks with the 
ephemeral tradition of Buffed Paintings and surprises the public with his new 
series Sgraffito presented at the Kolly Gallery for the very first time. After the 
subject of transience a more permanent apparition in the subculture has caught 
Furger’s eye - carving and scratching. How can mankind eternalize itself? Which 
traces resist ephemeral processes? Scratching surfaces is an ancient decorating 
technique, which had its revival in the Graffiti culture of the 1980s, called „scrat-
chiti“. In this regard Sgraffito indicates not only an aesthetic but also an educative 

concept, which lies beneath Furger’s creative practice. 
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